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Migration

When migrating setups from one WebCenter to another, the following properties will now also be transferred:

- Task Status Icons and Project Status Icons
- Simple Lists linked to Attributes and Specifications
- Document Reference Property Categories
Right to Left Languages (RTL)

This version brings increased support for RTL languages in WebCenter for:

- Normal Attribute Values
- Rich Text Attribute Values
- Discussions
- Annotations
- Workflow Notifications
Project Creation

When creating a project from another project or a template, locally referenced documents in the projects will now be copied as well.
Search

You can now search for documents that reference older versions of a document.
Document References

Bulk support for local/remote coping of document references.
Workflow

The following functionality was added to the workflow:

- Improved support for working with document references in the workflow. You can now select and set document references in the workflow.
- The "Copy Document Attributes" node was extended to better specify incoming documents.
- New API calls in the JavaScript node related to task dates.
The "Import Dynamic Text" and "Import Dynamic Graphics" workflow nodes now also work on CHILI Packages.

A new workflow node has been created to generate a PDF from a CHILI package.

A new CHILI editor was created that shows the CHILI document side by side with a form. Any change in the form on text, images, attributes, etc. get live updated in the CHILI document.

The "CreateTextContent" SDK call, can now also assign attribute values.

PCM Languages can now be assigned to be RTL and can be assigned a custom font family.